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[20 points] Consider the following grammar.
1:

S → E$

2:

E → T

3:

E → E; T

4:

T

→ ε

5:

T

→ Ta

Construct the LR(0) item sets for this grammar, point out the conflict that arises, and identify
what type of conflict it is.
Compute FOLLOW(S), FOLLOW(E), and FOLLOW(T ).
Argue that since a ∈
/ FOLLOW(E), these conflicts can be resolved with 1 token of lookahead. Use the reverse of this page for your work.
2. [10 points] Consider the following modifications to the Tiger programming language. For
each proposed modification, identify the component(s) of the compiler that will need to be
changed (select from the lexical analyzer (L), parser (P), type-checker (T), interpreter (I).
Sometimes more than one may be appropriate. If so, write your answer here and explain on
the reverse of this page.
1. For a let statement, require that all variable declarations precede function declarations.
2. Addition of the primitive type float.
3. Allow C++/Java comment syntax: “//” followed by text until the end-of-line.
4. Addition of a Pascal like repeat-until looping construct “repeat exp until exp”
5. Requiring an explicit declaration of the for-loop index variable.
6. Addition of a procedure sleep that takes one argument n, a integer. This procedure
waits n seconds and then “returns” no value.
3. [20 points] For each of the following Tiger programs, determine where the processing will
detect an error.
Mark the location L if it will fail in Lexical analysis.
Mark the location P if it will not Parse.
Mark the location T if it will fail Type Checking.
If there are no errors, write OK.
Give some explanation as to why the failure occurs. If you are not sure what will happen
explain that too. If you think there are several errors, such that if you correct the first one,
there are still others, mention them all.
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-1.---------------------------------------let x:=1%2 in print("test1") end
-2.---------------------------------------3+4*"test2"
-3.---------------------------------------let
function f(x:int):string= if x=3 then "test3"
in print(f(3)) end
-4.---------------------------------------(1; 2; 3; test4)
-5.---------------------------------------let type a:=b ; type b:=a; in print ("test5") end
-6.---------------------------------------let var x:="x" in if "a">x|1<2 then print("test6") end
-7.---------------------------------------let type a= array of int
var x:a := a[3] of 0
function f(z:a):int=3
in
let type a=array of string
var y:a[3] of 0
in
(f(x)+f(y); print("test7"))
end

end

-8.---------------------------------------let type k=array of k type m ={r:int, m:m} var m:=nil
in
m:=m{r=3,m};
m:=m{r=4,m); print("test8") end
-9.---------------------------------------let
function f(x:int):int = if x>0 then g(x)) else 0
var x:3
function g(x:int):int=f(x) in f(x) end //test9
-10.--------------------------------------for i:=1 to 10 do (print(i); i:=i+1) /*test10*/
-------------------------------------------
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4. [5 points] How does the tiger interpreter discussed in class deal with logical “and” and
“or” expressions?

5. [5 points] Explain what steps are necessary in the Tiger interpreter to interpret a call to
function F.

6. [10 points] A Lisp system with a mark and sweep garbage collector takes 3 microseconds
(3 × 10−6 seconds) to mark a cons cell, and 4 microseconds to sweep each heap cell. The heap
size is 106 cells.
At time t during excecution of a program, the number of live, accessible heap cells is 0.25
million (although the system does not know this!). At time t the system is forced to do a
garbage collection.
a. At time t, just before this GC, how many cells are on the free list?
b. Just after this GC, how many cells are on the free list?
c. Calculate how long the GC took (show work).

d. What is the cost (in seconds) per cell reclaimed?
e. What is the cost (in seconds) per cell reclaimed under the same circumstances if the
heap contains 0.30 million cells?

